
3Q 2018 Earnings Results 

This material is produced based on IFRS and assumptions and statements made could be different from actual results. 
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 Q3 18 Results 

- Increased sales of H/E small-sized/ultra high-capacitance MLCC 

 Market Outlook and Strategy 

- Increased sales for N/W base stations, servers and auto Tier-1 

■ Increase in supply of high reliability products for  
industrial and automotive applications  

■ Increase in revenue from overseas major IT customers 

■ Continued growth of auto, industrial and IT H/E MLCC  

 - Demand to greatly increase due to auto-electrification and  

    higher specs in industrial equipment 

    → Stronger focus on auto Tier-1 customers 

- Increase adoption of IT H/E MLCC due to more density at set level 

   → Satisfy demand for smaller, higher capacitance new products 
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 Q3 18 Results  

 Market Outlook and Strategy 

■ Increased revenue from new flagship of strategic customer    

- Increased supply of high performance dual camera and 
communication module  

■ Growth in revenue to Chinese major customers  

- Mass production and increased sales of new H/E dual camera 

■ Increased demand for multi and high-feature camera  

→ Expand of new products using differentiated technology 

     based on internalized core parts 

■ New demand for 5G and new spec comm. module 
→ Secure core technology and actively respond to customer demand 
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 Q3 18 Results  

 Market Outlook and Strategy 

Revenue growth from new flagship of major customers ■ 

- Increased supply of OLED RFPCB, H/E main boards  

- Increased package substrate revenue for PC CPU and mobile AP 

Increased demand for RFPCB due to SET adoption of OLED ■ 

→ Maintain higher position in major customers & increase new customers 

Demand for H/E PKG for auto & network to increase ■ 

→ Diversify customer base through design-in next generation technology 
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